
MARINE APPLICATIONS: THE B&D WAY

MARINE INDUSTRY EXPERTISE
The challenge with marine based mechanical and electrical applications is that salt water destroys systems by the materials 
that are used to build them. Many of us in our Applications Engineering Group (AEG) were Navy and Marine Corp folks, and 
we worked on or around oceans in various parts of the world for several years. Our B&D Technologies offices located 
around ports like Fort Lauderdale, Tampa, and Savannah have been dealing with marine applications for decades. We are at 
our core focused industrial company, and we understand that not all industrial products fit easily into marine applications.

OUR ADVANTAGE
In addition to a deep knowledge of marine applications, we work with several partners that have developed unique solutions, 
which B&D can help you implement. The solutions range from automation products like sensors and human-machine 
interfaces (HMIs), motor control products like electric motors and variable frequency drives (VFDs), and bearings and power 
transmission products like roller bearings, gearboxes, and chain. The following describes our process with maintenance 
and new development:

    
Our Process with Maintenance 
You can send us a part number, we can help you with a fair 
price, but where we shine is when your part keeps failing 
or is obsolete. Sometimes you have a problem, which you 
have tried to fix on your own for quite a while but it keeps 
coming back. Well, we can assist you in the migration to a 
new design, and if for some reason we cannot help you, we 
will point you in the best direction we know. Our company 
did not make to seventy years old, without providing an 
honest, reliable service with professionals that always do 
the right thing. It is just who we are.

Our Process with New Development
Ok, you are a designer, and you have the best idea on the 
planet to develop a new craft or marine-based system. 
We can assist you with the design elements and make the 
system better -- robust, timely, and on budget. Additionally, 
we can bring in specialists from one of our key vendors to 
contribute their resources and knowledge to your project. 
We can even test the product at one of our laboratories in 
Fort Lauderdale or Atlanta.
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Mechanical 
`` Bearings: SKF, Timken, Craft, Morse, INA
`` Bushings: Isostatic
`` Shaft Couplings: Dodge, Falk
`` Belts: Carlisle (Timken)
`` Sheaves/Pulleys: Dodge, Martin
`` Linear Actuators: Danaher Thomson, Rollon
`` Sealing: Dow Corning
`` Maintenance Tools: ABB, SKF
`` Rod Ends: Aurora, FK
`` Gears: Linn, Martin
`` Chain: Drive Chain (Timken), HKK

Motor Control and Automation
`` VFDs: ABB, Danfoss/Vacon, Lenze
`` Motors: ABB/Baldor, Hyundai, Toshiba
`` Enclosures: Haewa
`` Cables: Turck and Elettrotek Kabel Marine
`` Controls/Switches: ABB, GE
`` Surge Protection: Citel
`` Sensors: Banner, Turck, Baumer, Panasonic
`` PLC’s: Panasonic, ABB, Lenze
`` HMI/Touchscreens: Red Lion, Proface
`` Wireless: Banner
`` Power Supplies: PULS, IMO

Value-added Engineering Services
`` Engineer, design, and build custom control and drive cabinets
`` Reverse engineering of control cabinets
`` Custom marine and standard wiring harnesses
`` Gearbox rebuilds and service
`` Marine-based VFD engineering and design
`` Custom bearings and power transmission products
`` Custom gears and gearbox designs
`` Wireless systems for onboard controls or cranes
`` Medium voltage VFDs, soft-starters, and motors
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